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Green sunlight peeked over the horizon, casting its cheery rays onto the few pink and red clouds that dotted 
the yellow sky above the quiet suburban town. The garage door of one of the houses opened, and two 
figures emerged, dressed head to toe in white, block-shaped clothing that looked like what would happen 
if an oversized brick made love to a hazmat suit. 

"You ready to go, Juk?" said one rectangular suit. 

"Yeah, lemme get my camera out of its case, and I'll be good to go," said the other, going to the far end of 
the garage and taking something down off a metal shelf. Putting it on the bed of a flatbed truck, the figure 
extracted a high-end video camera and then put the case back on the rack. 

"Rolling?" 

"Rolling!" Juk replied, giving a thumbs-up through his heavily padded glove. 

"Hey, folks, Laerz the Exterminator here, about to take you out on another riggit-killing adventure. I've got 
Juk on the camera. Say hey, Juk." 

"Hey, Juk!" 

"Smart-ass. Hey, your suit looks particularly plain today." 

"Why, thank you! The same to you, Laerz. Why, if I didn't know any better, I'd say you could be anybody!" 

"One can only strive, Juk; one can only strive. Speaking of striving, we've got a full day ahead today. First, 
we've got to go to the McReary place again—" 

"McReary? Again?! We were just there yesterday!" 

Laerz's rectangular helmet rotated independently of his body, looking like two blocks twisting against each 
other as he shook his head. 

"If I've told him once, I've told him a hundred times, Juk: he called us in too late, and until he's ready to go 
the nuclear option, the riggits are just gonna keep popping up again." 

"Ah, well. Keeps you in business, right?" 

"Heh, yeah, I reckon so! Anyway, after that, we've got a huge infestation at the elementary school." 

"Those poor kids; damn riggits must be terrifying for them!" 

"It's the short-sighted administration, you know?" 

"Careful, Laerz; this'll be public." 

"I don't care, Juk! These are our kids we're talking about, and if the school board is too damn stingy to pay 
for proper extermination, on their heads be it when a rutting riggit runs over one of the kids or thinks one is 
encroaching on his territory!" 

"Calm down, Laerz; what else do we have on the list?" 

"Ah, yeah. If time permits, the church called and said their infestation is back again." 

"Really?" 

"Yeah, I thought we had 'em nipped in the bud, but apparently we missed a female that made it next door. 
Came back and had a litter." 

"Geez." 

"Yeah. Folks, for those of you tuning in for the first time, the thing you gotta know about riggits is that they're 
an invasive species with no natural predators. They don't mean any harm—not really—but they're big, 
clunky, horny, stupid, and destructive. They're so overpopulated that they're breeding diseases right and 
left, and when they get territorial, they can be a real danger. While I'm making these videos to help you 
folks understand how to combat them, I really want to caution you that if you see a riggit—and especially if 
he sees you—it's best to just back away slowly." 

"So, what are we throwing at 'em today, Laerz?" 
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"Why don't we get out to McReary's place, and I'll show you?" 

"Sounds good!" 

Juk paused the camera, and then the two got in the truck, backed out of the driveway, and headed down 
the road. With the windows open and his arm dangling out of one, Laerz waved to some of his neighbors, 
who wore equally square clothing, though some had subtle but defining features: a splash of mud or dirt 
here, a fine tear there. 

"Good old Martha," Laerz laughed as they passed a fluorescent purple suit. "Always got to be the 
contrarian." 

After a few minutes, they arrived at the McReary place, and Juk quickly started the camera rolling again. 

"Aww, man. It's worse than I thought," Laerz said, sounding truly disappointed. 

Pointing out the window, he said, "See those two there kinda squaring off with each other? You see that, 
folks, you stay well clear. At nine feet tall and strong enough to flip a tractor trailer over, they're not 
something you wanna piss off. I've seen one's tail go through a brick wall before. Hey, Juk, zoom in on 
those guys, and let's see whether they're gonna go through with it or not." 

The camera zoomed in and centered the frame on the two combatants-to-be, which looked like what would 
happen if a rat mated with a raptor. Their posture, overall body shape, and the claws on their four-fingered 
hands and three-toed feet were distinctly raptor-like, rippling with muscles—particularly in their hips, chests, 
and shoulders—but the fine coating of fur atop their pink skin and the tuft of hair sprouting out the tips of 
their tails marked them as distinctly mammalian. While the hair was so fine as to be practically invisible on 
their undersides and from their mid-backs down to their muscular rumps, it sprouted fairly thickly from the 
tops of their heads to their humped, ratlike upper backs and provided a stripe of covering down the backs 
of their thick, powerful arms and wrists. The hair on their tails was more pronounced than on their midriffs 
but not so thick as that on their backs. The undersides of their bodies looked completely naked, covered 
with wrinkled, pink skin hanging off their overdeveloped pecs and abs.  

The two in question were very clearly male: their large, wrinkled balls dangled down the size of small 
watermelons beneath hairless sheaths about as big around as Laerz's arm in its overly padded suit. From 
each of those large sheaths protruded a chronically dribbling, tapered prick-tip, the nearly constant stream 
having permanently discolored the sheath below it with a greasy gray stripe. As Laerz cautiously opened 
his door and stepped towards the back of his truck, one of them opened its mouth and pulled back its lips 
aggressively to reveal four long, curved fangs and smaller, sharp teeth towards the back of its mouth. Its 
trifurcated tongue fluttered in its mouth as it let out a deafening shriek. 

The shrieking one made a feint, thrusting forward with the pointed horn on its nose and making the other 
shrink backwards. 

"Ah. Crisis averted," Laerz whispered as the lesser of the two turned and ran away. "Welp, just means more 
for me, I guess." 

"Aww, come on, really?" Juk scoffed. 

Laerz turned to look as the victor grabbed hold of a rain gutter, broke several of the straps that held it to the 
house as he bent it upwards, and then proceeded to insert his prick into it, thrusting vigorously. 

"Ah, yes. Riggits in their natural habitat: shagging anything whether it moves or not," Laerz said wryly. "One 
could argue that their big dicks and balls are a blessing, but their insatiable libido is actually their greatest 
weakness in two ways: one, they are blind to just about everything when they get horny, and two, they die 
when they can't impregnate a female. No clue how they know, but I've crushed their balls, cut off their dicks 
but left their balls intact, and glued their dicks shut, and in every case, they've died within minutes." 

"Darnedest thing, isn't it?" 

"You know it. But, we're gonna use that weakness to our advantage." 

The camera panned to Laerz, who had taken out a pellet gun. 
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"Now, this thing here isn't big or strong enough to penetrate their skull or even their chest," he said, patting 
the stock, "But what it will do is take out a testicle. Watch." 

He aimed and fired. With a soft took sound, the pellet shot through the air, and almost immediately, the 
riggit let out another piercing shriek and looked around, not knowing where it came from and evidently too 
stupid to try to take cover. 

"Bullseye. See that?" he asked as the camera zoomed in to reveal a hole in the riggit's left testicle, blood 
and tubules seeping out of it. "But, doing one isn't enough; you've got to take them both out." 

He aimed and fired again, and the riggit shrieked once more. The camera zoomed in to show a hole in the 
riggit's other testicle. 

"Now, the pellet gun is good for getting them from far away, but it's not an instant thing, so you definitely 
want to make sure that you're well out of harm's way when you use it," Laerz said. "But, here in a few 
seconds, we'll see the fireworks." 

"That's a sick way to put it, Laerz," Juk said dryly. 

"What would you call it?" Laerz retorted. 

Juk didn't have a chance to reply. Blood spurted from the riggit's sheath, and then his penis shot out, 
swelling up like a balloon used for balloon animals and turning a deep, angry red. The riggit himself stood 
very still, dropping the rain gutter and evidently perplexed by what was going on as his dick grew to almost 
eight feet long and almost a foot in diameter—twice its normal size in every direction. 

POP! 

With a sound like uncorking a champagne bottle but ten times louder, the riggit's penis exploded, showering 
the front porch in blood. The riggit looked down, blinked his dead, soulless eyes a few times, and then fell 
over. His leg twitched once, and then he lay still. 

"And that is one of the many ways we'll cover today to rid yourself of a riggit," Laerz said. "Let's go check 
the traps." 

He donned a tool belt filled with countless traps and gadgets on it and then headed off towards the side of 
the house. 

"Oop, shit," he said abruptly as they rounded the house. 

He and Juk stopped and slipped back behind the house, then peeked around to reveal four large riggits 
milling about. 

"What're they doing?" asked the cameraman. 

"Probably waiting for a stiff breeze," Laerz replied. 

As if on cue, the breeze picked up, and the four stood with their backs to it, their legs splayed out lewdly, 
savoring the feel of the breeze on their cocks and balls. 

"Riggits' genitals are very sensitive," Laerz remarked. "Give it a few seconds, and all four of them will be 
cumming." 

The males were certainly aroused. On each one, a four-foot-long prick, gently tapering down from four 
inches at the base to less than an inch at the tip, quivered in the breeze. At the end was a four-inch-long, 
zigzag-shaped tip that oscillated like a spring. As their arousal intensified, a knot formed at the base of each 
cock and began to swell. Thrusting their hips into the air to let the breeze vibrate their zigzag tips even 
more, the steady drip of pre began to take on a lightly spurting quality, alternately drooling down their long, 
glistening, pink cocks and flinging into the air like a garden sprayer. 

The four abruptly held very still, their whiskers the only thing moving on them, and seconds later, they all 
took turns shooting copious streams of watery liquid into the air, the force making their spring-head cocks 
whip back and forth and fanning the air with their seed. A moment after that, Juk retched. 

"Dadgum, they stink!" he protested. 
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"Ah, yeah. I forgot about that one," Laerz said, nodding. "The things smell just terrible when they orgasm, 
kinda like curdled milk and rotten eggs. You don't wanna get that stuff on you," he warned. "Take it from 
me, the stuff does not come off, and you will smell like it for a week or more. Everything in your house and 
your car will smell like it, and you might as well burn your suit because a hundred washes won't take the 
smell out of it." 

He glanced around the wall at the riggits again. 

"Good thing, though, is that you get a few minutes to go about your business once they get off; they're too 
spent to really challenge you if you work fast." 

With Juk following right behind him, he quickly started walking towards the creatures, keeping his shoulder 
close to the wall. 

"As regular viewers will know, the easiest way to kill these things is to prevent them from ejaculating. You 
can destroy their cocks or balls, but sometimes simply plugging them up is plenty," he explained as he 
walked up to a large tube. "Now, this here's what we call a chastity trap. These guys will stick their dicks in 
anything, and when they stick it in here, it rapidly drives a staple through the tip of their dick. That staple is 
coated with adhesive that will begin to flow and cure when it comes in contact with that constant stream of 
pre they're always making. Within minutes, they're glued completely shut and can't ejaculate anymore. 
Death comes within a few minutes after that. Now, looking at this trap here, it looks like we've gotten about 
a dozen of them." 

He reached onto his belt and grabbed some refills, slipping them into a purpose-built chute on the side of 
the tube. 

"Got that reloaded, so now let's go see how our other trap is doing." 

There was a shriek, and Laerz and the camera whipped around to look at the four. Two of them had squared 
off with each other, and one made the same feint with his nose-horn. The other reacted by swatting sharply 
to the side with his own nose-horn. 

"Ah, yeah, challenge accepted," Laerz said quietly. "That young buck there didn't back down, so now it's a 
battle to the death." 

It was over quickly. The two of them clawed and head-lunged at each other a few times, and then the older 
male's horn slipped up under the younger one, impaling one of his balls. Flipping him up over his head, the 
older one slammed him down on the ground. With the younger one still reeling, the older one freed his horn, 
then slipped his sharp, nasty teeth between the younger one's legs, bit down, and castrated him. Blood 
gushed from his severed scrotum for a second or two before his sheath got word of what had happened 
and began bleeding, too. 

POP! 

The older riggit leapt backwards, then turned to look as the younger one's legs collapsed closed, the life 
draining from his eyes. 

"That one wasn't meant to last long in this world," Laerz remarked. "Had a few too many holes in those 
pointy ears of his." 

"What do you mean?" Juk asked. 

"When they fight, sometimes the males will bite each other's ears instead of gonads. Not sure why they do 
that, but that guy had been in a lot of fights. Young guy like him taking on a senior riggit was either ballsy 
or stupid, and in this case, it looks like the latter." 

"Uh...speaking of ballsy..." Juk said, his voice about an octave higher than usual. 

Laerz turned to look, then gasped. The male who'd just won had noticed them and was now squaring off, 
his neck and shoulders undulating side-to-side like the movement of a snake as it moves forward. 

"I swear, he's saying, 'come at me, bro!'" Juk murmured. 

"I ain't that stupid," Laerz replied, unclipping one of the gadgets from his waist. 
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"Now, this here is designed to snap shut when something triggers it," he said. "Normally they stake 'em to 
the ground and use 'em to trap large predators so they can safely shoot 'em, but I had this one specially 
made for handheld deployment in close quarters. Folks, I cannot stress this enough: do not try this at home." 

Standing tall, the rectangular block with legs marched out aggressively towards the riggit, who seemed at 
first surprised but then infuriated by such defiance. Lowering his horn, he charged forward. Juk moved the 
camera to catch a clean view as Laerz threw himself on the ground, the riggit charged over him, and then 
Laerz sprang back up, swung his arm as if to spike a volleyball, and slammed the gadget in his hand against 
the riggit's balls. 

SNAP! 

The trap snapped shut sharply, and the shocked riggit toppled forward, shrieking in pain. Landing face-first, 
its balls hanging by threads of tendons visible through its severed scrotum, it panted helplessly as Laerz 
trotted up behind it. 

"Now, stay back," he warned Juk. "When that penis goes, it'll—" 

POP! 

The two froze as blood sprayed all over them. The lens went completely red, and then Juk paused the 
recording. 

************* 

"And, we're back," Laerz chuckled off-screen. "Sorry, folks; had a close encounter with an exploding penis 
there. As I was about to say, they can spray quite a ways, so if you do find yourself near a recently castrated 
riggit, keep your distance unless you want your suit to look like this." 

The camera panned to him, and his once-white suit now looked like an oversized brick, covered head to 
toe in riggit blood. 

"You can bet my wife will not be happy when she sees the color of my suit when I get home," he added 
ruefully. "Sorry, Honey! Love you!"  

Taking a less joking tone, he continued on.  

"In all seriousness, though, it's that abrupt aggression that makes eradicating these things dangerous. It's 
important to always carry a variety of self-defense weapons with you. Regular viewers will recognize a lot 
of these, but let me point them out again for newcomers. "You just saw what I call the slap-trap: you slap it 
on the riggit's balls, and it traps and severs them. Sometimes it won't completely cut through them enough 
to kill the riggit, but then you can always follow up with a solid boot-stomp, or if you're desperate, you can 
even give them a good, solid punch. Now, I'm not gonna guarantee that it will hurt them more than it hurts 
you: those balls are pretty fragile, but when you figure you're punching through two layers of protective 
fascia and a whole lot of tubules and the like, it's gonna leave a mark on your hand. So, while you can do 
that in a pinch, it's much better to come prepared." 

"A knife is always a good protective weapon in close combat," the exterminator continued, holding up a 
Bowie knife for the camera. "If one comes at you, you just"—he made a sharp upward thrusting motion—
"slam it into their scrotum. Probably won't cut their balls off, but it seems that even damaging their balls is 
enough to get 'em to self-destruct. You can also—" 

He trailed off abruptly, looking past the camera.  

"Don't look now, folks, but it looks like our ball trap is about to catch one of 'em." 

Juk turned and zoomed in on a smaller riggit crouched down and rubbing his balls back and forth on the 
ground. 

"We don't know exactly why they do that, but it seems to be some kind of territorial marking," Laerz said. 
"Wherever one does it, they all seem to do it. You'll know the marks when you see them: it looks like two 
shallow but very wide grooves running parallel to each other. If you see them, you can dig down just a little 
bit and place a ball trap." 
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"Ugh, the ball traps are the worst," Juk commented. "Those make me hurt just to watch them!" 

"I'll tell you my least-favorite," Laerz replied. "I really hate the—" 

SNAP! 

The riggit let out a blood-curdling shriek as the trap closed on his balls. Unlike the handheld one that was 
designed to sever the tendons and blood supply, this one was designed to crush the testicles entirely. 

"Now, take it from me, folks: you do not want to be on the receiving end of one of those, which is why I use 
the self-resetting kind; I've caught myself enough times to say it's just not worth getting caught again." 

"They make self-resetting ones now?" 

"Yeah, they run on batteries. Come on over here, and we'll watch this one do it. Just don't get too close 
until that young one there sheds his dick. That's the proper term for it, folks: shedding." 

They advanced on the pained-looking creature and took a few steps back just as blood began to seep from 
his urethra. The trap had already begun resetting itself, revealing black and blue welts the size of textbooks 
on the front and back of each testicle. The testicles' shape had been physically altered by the blow, now 
looking like very large, very thick pancakes. As the riggit shed his cock and keeled over dead, Laerz knelt 
gestured to the trap. 

"See? Already almost completely reset." 

"Won't the dead one act as a warning to the others?" Juk asked. 

Laerz shook his head. "Nah. The others will sniff him a bit, might try to mount him a few times—when males 
outnumber females fifty to one, 'any port in a storm', as they say—but then they'll rub their balls in the exact 
same spot as he did." 

He stood back up and gave the place a once-over. "I think that about wraps up for here," he said. "I don't 
see any more, and McReary hasn't authorized me to use enhanced measures." 

Juk nodded and turned off the camera. Laerz took off his belt and put it in its compartment in the toolbox 
on the bed of the truck, then the two blood-soaked rectangles climbed into the cab. 

"Good thing I've got plastic seats," Laerz chuckled ruefully. "Can't imagine how I'd get all the blood out of 
this thing otherwise." 

"Whoa, shit!" Juk cried abruptly. 

Laerz gasped, thought quickly, then floored the accelerator on the truck, aiming for the legs of a stray riggit. 
Careening into it, they knocked its legs out from under it, flipped it up over the back, and left it lying in a 
heap behind them. 

"You think it's dead?" Juk asked. 

"Not likely," Laerz replied, getting out. 

"Damn, wish I'd caught that on film," Juk lamented as he pressed 'play' on the camera. 

Getting out of the car, he hurried up to where Laerz had kicked the riggit's legs open. 

"Thought you could get one over on us, huh?" he asked grimly, lifting his boot into the air. "Sorry, guy, but 
that ain't how this works." 

STOMP! 

His boot came down sharply, and with a gut-wrenching squishing sound, stomped all the way through the 
riggit's scrotum. The riggit's upper legs jerked, but with his lower legs broken above the kneecaps, he 
couldn't move them to kick. His penis emerged from his sheath, and tubules sprouted out, too, oozing out 
like a toothpaste tube being squeezed hard and coiling in tight loops on the ground in front of him. 

Jumping clear just in time, Laerz managed to miss getting his backside covered in blood, and the two got 
back in the truck. 
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They headed up to the school and made it there a few minutes later. 

"Now, watch your language," Laerz said as he got out. "Don't want to be teaching third-graders new words 
that would be hard to explain to their parents." 

"Somehow I don't think that's gonna be much of an issue," Juk replied, pointing. 

The exterminator turned to look, then did a double-take. The school had been completely overrun by the 
nine-foot-tall creatures, the grounds practically swarming with them. 

"Sheesh, and I thought McReary had 'em bad!" Juk gasped. "This is insane!" 

Laerz shriveled his nose in distaste. "You know how I said I'd tell you my least-favorite one?" he asked, 
glancing over at the fountain in front of the school building. 

"Yeah?" 

The exterminator went to his truck and grabbed a large vial of what looked like tiny, dehydrated pills. 

"These babies are by far my least favorite," he said, holding up the vial. 

"What are they?" 

"Dick parasites," Laerz replied. "We put 'em in the water, and when the riggits stick their dicks in there to 
cool off—which they unquestionably will—the parasites get into their dicks and wreak havoc." 

"What kind of havoc?" Juk asked, shuddering. 

"Watch and see." 

They quickly made their way to the fountain, and Laerz dumped half the vial into it. 

"Just half?" 

"A tenth was probably enough," Laerz replied, "But I'm not taking any chances." 

They went and got back in the truck to watch. Not even a minute later, one of the riggits spied the fountain 
and immediately went and stuck his sheath and balls in it. His three-forked tongue lolled out, and his eyes 
half-closed with enjoyment. 

"Wait for it..." 

A shocked look abruptly came over the riggit's face, and he looked down in dismay. 

"What's going on?" 

"Those parasites crawled up his dick and found his balls—their favorite place to lay eggs. The feeling was 
probably pretty nice as they crawled up in there, but the moment those eggs started hatching, the larvae 
immediately started devouring their surroundings. That part was probably a little less enjoyable. 

SPLASH! 

The riggit keeled over, falling lifeless into the fountain. 

"Come on, let's go have a closer look." 

"We won't make it before he sheds," Juk protested. 

"This one won't shed," Laerz replied. "You'll see why in just a moment." 

Watching for others, they made their way up to the fallen riggit, and Laerz flipped him over. His testes were 
two large, hollow bags with nothing in them. Two small pinholes, one in each side, showed where the larva 
had escaped once they'd eaten their fill. 

"What happens to them now?" Juk asked. 

"By now they're already adults, waiting for the next victim," Laerz replied. "That's why I don't like these 
things: living things crawling around inside of you, laying eggs in you and letting their young feast on your 
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malehood? Uh-uh, no thanks! Definitely, uh, don't get your waist into the water there, but have a look at 
this." 

He reached down and grabbed the dead riggit's sheath. Squeezing hard at the base, he pushed the flaccid 
member out. 

"So, you can see he has a baculum, and his penis is very irregularly shaped," Laerz said, pointing. "That 
little zigzag there is supposedly designed to match the females' innards so that when they get very aroused, 
it kinda locks them in place. 

"But doesn't he have a knot?" 

"Yeah, that's what keeps the female from escaping until he's dumped a good gallon or so into her, but it's 
the squiggle that keeps the fluids in her womb." 

"Huh, I had no idea." 

"That's why it just takes one of these buggers to knock a female up with a hundred or more young. 
Practically every one of his little swimmers finds a mate." 

"So, why didn't this one's dick explode?" 

"Ah." 

Laerz tugged the riggit's sheath down, pulled up on its penis, and with a grunt, pulled it completely free. 

Juk's jaw dropped. 

"Eaten all the way through," Laerz said. "No blood could even get into it." 

"Oh, man! You're right; that one's way worse! Guh!" 

"Whoa, sh—" 

Laerz cut himself off, and as Juk whirled to see what was going on, the exterminator pulled a two-handled 
length of steel wire from his belt, flung it up around a charging riggit's balls, and jumped and grabbed the 
handles. The wire wrapped itself around the riggit's scrotum twice, and as Laerz pulled it tight, it began to 
cut off circulation. The riggit, realizing something wasn't right, looked down, but with Laerz behind his balls, 
he couldn't see what was going on. Shrugging it off, he turned to find an adversary, and seeing Juk, he 
began swaying side-to-side. 

"Laerz, you got this?!" Juk called urgently. 

Laerz grunted. "A few more seconds," he called. "He's got stiffer nuts than most!" 

The riggit pawed at the ground, lowered his nose-horn, and charged towards Juk. 

"Laerz!" 

The exterminator grunted and strained with all his might, digging his feet into the riggit's balls as he yanked 
hard on the homemade garrote. The riggit stumbled, but his momentum carried him forward as he began 
sliding on his face. Laerz, seeing the pink balls turning black, gritted his teeth and pulled even harder. The 
riggit shrieked in pain, and Juk shrieked in terror as the now-sliding creature barreled towards him. To the 
cameraman's credit, though, the frame stayed steady and centered on Laerz as the distance between the 
one-ton beast and the camera rapidly closed. 

With a sliding crunch, the riggit came to a stop mere inches from Juk's feet. Laerz jumped down and had 
just enough time to turn his back before the effectively castrated creature shed his cock. For a long moment, 
the two just panted and looked at each other. 

"A pocket-garrote," Laerz said at last, holding up his two-handled cable. "Never leave home without one. 
Now, I'm not sure how well it picked up on camera, but you might have seen that I was straining pretty hard. 
Part of that was adrenaline, but part of that is that the garrote is a particularly strenuous way to kill one of 
these things. So, for our smaller viewers, you might want to consider something a little easier. In a pinch, 
though, if you're at least my size or bigger, you can also use your bicep, forearm, and chest to achieve a 
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similar effect, though it is definitely much more difficult. Just wrap your arm around the base of the riggit's 
balls like this." 

He held his arm out horizontally, bent it at the elbow, and then rotated inward at the shoulder to form a tight 
triangle between his forearm, bicep, and chest. 

"If it helps, you can grab your shoulder with your fingers to help pull more tightly. If the riggit's got some 
low-hangers, you can use both arms to achieve the same effect a little faster, but this one here"—he 
gestured to the riggit's closely hung scrotum—"just wouldn't have enough room for it." 

"You'd mentioned an easier way," Juk said. "What did you have in mind?" 

Laerz took a stun gun from his tool belt, held it up, and activated it. Plasma arced between the electrodes. 

"We've talked a lot about mechanical ways to kill these guys: crushing the testicles, garroting, shooting, 
stuff like that, but there are actually a number of different mechanisms you can use to disable their genitals 
and kill them. Come on, let me show you." 

He beckoned, and the two set out in search of a riggit on which to demonstrate. 

"Ah, here we go. They can't see very well behind them, so as long as you can walk relatively quietly—their 
hearing isn't the best, either—you can just walk right up behind them, reach up, and hit 'em in the nuts." 

Juk followed Laerz with the camera as the exterminator walked forward quickly, rolling his feet to minimize 
the noise they made. His quarry picked his head up and looked around. Laerz froze, and then as soon as 
the riggit returned to humping a neon green school bus, he moved forward quickly, shoved his taser up 
against the riggit's skin, and pressed the button. Juk grimaced as his nose picked up the stench of searing 
flesh. Laerz beckoned then pointed, and Juk zoomed in on the stun gun, which Laerz had evidently moved 
from one testicle to the other, based on the two burn marks left behind. Just then, the riggit seemed to take 
notice of what was going on, looked down, and then fell over as Laerz started walking back. 

"Ordinarily, riggits' scrota are terribly sensitive," he explained, "But the good thing about the stun gun is that 
the minute that electricity hits their skin, it short-circuits the nerves, and they can't feel a thing. I could have 
stood there all day searing that one testicle, and he would have been none the wiser. 

"Kinda stinks, though," Juk remarked. 

"Well, yeah, anything to do with these guys' junk tends to smell pretty bad," Laerz agreed. "Now, I've heard 
of people using a taser on these guys—that's the one with the two little barbs that jump out and dig into the 
skin. I can't really recommend that, though, unless you're an excellent shot and can get one electrode in 
each testicle. Otherwise, you end up hooking into one testicle and destroying it, but now you've used up 
your taser cartridge and still have another ball to go—" 

"And a really pissed-off riggit looking at you," Juk added. 

"That, too. Now, tasers do provide the benefit of being able to work at a distance, but unless you're gonna 
carry two of them around and fire them both at the same time, I'd suggest sticking to something else." 

He started to walk off, then stopped.  

"Oh, for you at-home DIYers, it takes about an amp to destroy a testicle, but fortunately, they're relatively 
low-impedance once you get through the skin, so anything in the typical stun gun range of 20 to 150 kV is 
technically way overkill. I've actually had a viewer write to tell me that he made his own variation of the ball 
trap using just a solar array and a metal grid placed right on top of the ground where the riggits were doing 
their ball-rubbing. Now, that might work for a permanent installation in a sunny area, but you're talking a 
pretty big panel—around 400 watts or so—so that's not very portable for someone like me who has to travel 
a lot. But, kudos to him for thinking outside the box and doing his part to control these pesky things!" 

He strode back to the truck with Juk following behind him with the camera. 

"Now that we've taken on a few of these one-on-one, we're going to put down a series of traps. Ordinarily, 
I'd just put out a bunch of the same ones: riggits aren't very bright and will stick their dicks in just about 
anything, so it's not like I need the variety—but since I'm also trying to educate you folks tuning in, we'll 
actually put out several kinds and then watch so I can show you how each one works." 
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He took out a number of different tube-shaped apparatuses in varying sizes and shapes, then began 
walking back towards the school building. 

"The trick to placing these is to put them in places that the riggits would normally go to look for breedable 
objects," he said. "The sides of buildings are good since they offer lots of reinforcement. Self-contained 
bodies of water, as I mentioned earlier, are good for seeding parasites, but folks, please don't put these in 
lakes or rivers or oceans; you don't want to have these things swimming all over the place and potentially 
getting into the drinking water. Stock tanks and ponds are fine as long as they don't overflow into a bigger 
body of water." 

He stopped by the side of one of the buildings and held up one of the traps. "Now this here is a cock-
guillotine. Like its name suggests, the critter sticks his cock in and pulls back a nub. You'll notice that the 
tube on this one's pretty short: that's so the severed member can fall to the ground rather than plugging up 
a longer tube. When you install these things, you want to do it at about head-height since that's about dick-
height for a typical riggit. For you shorter viewers, don't worry: a riggit is more than happy to squat down to 
stick his dick in what he thinks is a nice, inviting hole. Make sure when you install one that you fasten it to 
a solid surface—like a wall—or it'll fall over the second the first riggit comes to call." 

He extended the legs of a tripod, leveled it, and then mounted the cantaloupe-sized pipe on top of it. Inside 
was a glinting steel surface, and on the outside, a spring mechanism. 

"Now, you want to make sure that as you're handling any of these traps, you have them in the actuated 
position—that is, sprung—so that they don't accidentally get you. Knew a guy who lost a wrist to one of 
these things. Not fun!" 

"And you're using this at an elementary school? Is that safe?" 

"They're too short to get their hands up in there," Laerz replied. "If this were a middle school? Yeah, 
definitely not." 

He anchored the contraption to the wall and then pulled a lever on the side of the tube. 

Click 

"Hear that? That 'click' means it's locked and ready to go. Let's go stand over there and wait so we can see 
it in action." 

They went and hid behind the corner of the building, with only the camera peeking around to see. Within 
minutes, a riggit came exploring, saw the tube, and rushed forward. Grabbing the tube on the sides with 
his clawed hands, he thrust his hips forward. 

SNAP! 

The riggit blinked in surprise, pulled back and looked down, then keeled over. 

"Quick but effective, folks," Laerz said, going back to the trap. "Only bad thing about these is you have to 
reset them yourselves." 

He clicked the trap back into the ready position and then walked a few feet towards the corner. 

"Nice thing is, you can set them up gallery-style, and the riggits dropping like flies on either side won't be a 
deterrent," he said. "Now, this one here's one I affectionately call "the shredder". You don't have to reset it, 
it has no moving parts, and it's just as effective—if a little gruesome—as any of the other traps out here. 
You can even make one of these DIY with just a big piece of tube, some broken glass, and some strong 
adhesive." 

He pointed inside the tube. 

"All you have to do is coat the inside of the tube with adhesive, then give it a heavy coating of broken glass 
all along the inside. Safety first, folks, so wear steel-mesh gloves when you do it, but once you've got it 
good and coated, just wait for the glue to dry, and you've got yourself a great homemade shredder. The 
length really doesn't matter too, too much, but I find that they're more effective at about two to three feet 
long." 
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He set up another tripod, attached the tube to the top of it using a couple of hose clamps, and then anchored 
it to the wall. 

"Let's watch this one in action. You'll notice I used clear pipe on this one. That's not strictly necessary, but 
it'll let you see what's happening as it does its work." 

They went and hid again, and moments later, another riggit came up and found the trap. Just as the other 
one had, he grabbed the tube in his claws and thrust into it. Juk zoomed in on the inside of the trap, where 
the riggit's cock was clearly visible, albeit distorted by the glass. 

Little bright red streaks appeared all over the top, bottom, and sides of the riggit's cock. His eyes bulged, 
feeling the sharp pains all over his malehood, but it was actually the act of pulling out that did the worst 
damage. He yanked his hips backwards, and blood exploded into the tube, coating it in red film. 

"Now, one thing I forgot to point out is, if you do buy a professionally manufactured one, you want to orient 
it so that the glass pieces point into the tube, not out of it. Otherwise, they'll feel that little prick and pull out 
before they can do much damage. The good thing about this one is, once he's balls-deep, it's game over 
for him. The harder he pulls out, the more those glass pieces dig in, and as you can see, it just about took 
the tip of his cock clean off." 

"Wait, that wasn't him shedding?" 

"Nope. He won't be able to shed, given how many holes he just cut in himself, but he won't be going far, 
either." 

Sure enough, the riggit took a few staggering steps backwards, then turned to run away but fell over instead, 
dead. 

"There you have it, folks: simple and effective. For getting the job done on a budget, you really can't do 
better than that one. This next one is a little better for those with more delicate sensibilities. It takes a bit 
longer to kill them, but it's multi-use and reloadable, and it can sometimes do a relatively good job of keeping 
the blood contained when they shed. Not a guarantee—definitely don't rely on it to keep your place 
spotless—but definitely less messy than the shredder." 

He held it up and pointed at various features. 

"Now, the way this one works is, the riggit sticks his dick inside, and this stretchy, sticky material here acts 
like plastic wrap, sealing around his cock and giving him a permanent condom. It's thin enough to go back 
into his sheath with him but tough enough that he can't scratch or bite it off. He'll continue to orgasm, but 
the adhesive is super strong and will seal whatever he tries to cum out inside his urethra. A few of those—
maybe two or three—and his body will realize he can't cum anymore and will shed." 

He set up the trap much like the others, and then the two went to go watch. Another riggit showed up almost 
like clockwork and immediately started humping the guillotine trap. 

"Oops, heh, sorry, folks, wrong one. We'll wait until another one comes along." 

SNAP! 

"And another one bites the dust," Juk chuckled. 

It took several more riggits before one finally used the condom trap. Most of them took turns on the 
shredder, as if trying to prove that they would succeed where the others had failed, yet none of them made 
it more than a few steps away before keeling over. 

"I feel sorry for the custodian," Laerz said. "It's gonna take a mop bucket the size of a lake to clean this 
place up." 

At last, a daring riggit went over to the condom trap. 

"Oh, shh, here we go!" Laerz hissed, pointing. 

Juk zoomed in, watching as the riggit thrust into the tube. A perplexed look came over its face as it pulled 
back to reveal a glistening coating over the tip of its dick. It thrust in again and pulled out with an even 
thicker layer. 
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"Ah, yeah, one thing to note, folks: some of them might get a little tenacious, so some of you might have to 
reload it more often than others. I'm looking forward to when they come out with one that can detect whether 
it's already activated on a particular riggit, but I guess it hasn't been a priority for manufacturers." 

Frustrated, the riggit pulled out, his dick now coated with a very thick layer of impenetrable plastic. 
Undaunted, he found one of his fallen brethren, stuck his cock into its mouth, and began going to town. 

"See, folks? Any port in a storm. Oh, look: he's climaxing. See how his tail is flagging like that?" 

The riggit grimaced uncomfortably as his seed remained firmly inside his cock, uncomfortable back-
pressure building in his balls. Determined to get off, he went to another one of his dead companions and 
slid his prick up into his ass. 

"That is so gross," Juk muttered. 

"They're wild animals, Juk," Laerz chided him. "Fueled by instincts and lust, they don't know any better. 
Besides, he'll pay the price for his debauchery soon enough." 

As if on cue, the riggit's tail flagged again, and he let out an infuriated screech as his jism once again 
refused to leave. 

BANG! 

"Oof, yeah. With that much coating, we basically created a pipe bomb out of that guy's boner," Laerz 
chuckled ruefully. "It will be a lot louder when they shed, but as you can see, the mess is relatively self-
contained." 

Juk zoomed in to show the viewers what Laerz meant. Sure enough, a little blood seeped out at the root of 
the riggit's sheath, but the rest of the area was relatively free of blood. 

"Okay, I think we've got enough traps set up here that the problem should take care of itself in a few days," 
Laerz said. 

"Will three or four traps really be enough?" 

"Depends on how horny the riggits are. On a good day, a single trap can kill several hundred riggits, but 
you have to stay on them to clear the bodies out of the way, or they just stack up until the newcomers can't 
get to the trap anymore. While there are a lot of riggits here—and in greater numbers—the infestation isn't 
actually as bad as the McReary place, where they're coming in from several different colonies." 

They headed back to the truck, and Juk left the camera rolling. They got in and started the engine, but as 
Laerz was backing up, the truck suddenly screeched to a halt. 

"Oh, shit!" Laerz yelped. "Hang on; this is gonna hurt!" 

He floored the accelerator and raced towards the riggit that had just lowered his horn in challenge to them. 
As the riggit began to charge forward, Laerz stomped on the gas, and the heavy engine roared out furiously, 
launching the truck backwards even faster. 

"Oh, shit, Laerz!" Juk cried. "We're gonna flip over!" 

"The hell we are!" Laerz retorted. "Brace for impact!" 

CRASH! 

The truck slammed into the riggit, sending it flying backward about twenty feet. Laerz let off the gas and 
backed the truck up to where the hapless creature had fallen. 

"What the hell are you doing?" Juk asked, his eyes still wide and his body shaking a little from adrenaline. 
"The church is that way!" 

"He's not dead, yet," Laerz replied grimly, looking over his shoulder and backing the truck up slowly. 

"Not dead?" Juk asked incredulously. "You just hit him doing, what, a hundred?" 
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"Only sixty, but their heads are particularly hard; that's why most deaths attributed to hunting these things 
aren't caused by riggit attacks but by ricocheting bullets. We gotta put him down for real, and I don't really 
feel like getting out of the truck, so we're gonna use an old trick my daddy taught me." 

"What's that?" 

"Using the truck's tires." 

The riggit had rag-dolled as it flew through the air, and though it had originally landed in a heap, its 
momentum flung its legs apart once it came to a stop. Laerz backed the truck up between its legs, checked 
his mirrors and backup camera, and then lightly touched the gas. The truck eased backwards an inch or 
so, stopping just short of the riggit's scrotum. 

"Did you get him?" Juk asked. 

"Not yet," Laerz replied, looking intently in his mirror. "We'll feel it when we do." 

He eased back just a little bit more, and the tire rolled back onto the riggit's scrotum. The riggit screeched 
in pain, but Laerz kept going, slipping back another half-inch, then another, until he felt the back of the truck 
bump into something. 

"That's the edge of his testicle," he said. "Did you feel that?" 

Juk shook his head. "I have no idea what you're talking about," he said. 

Laerz chuckled and shrugged. "I guess it is a bit of an art," he conceded. 

Stepping on the gas again, Laerz backed the truck up onto the riggit's gonad. They felt the truck lift up 
slightly and then settle back down as the delicate organ deflated under so much weight. 

"That's one." 

Laerz turned the wheel sharply, pulled forward, and then spun the wheel the other way and backed up onto 
the other half of the riggit's sack. In excruciating pain and having all its limbs broken, the riggit could only 
shriek in protest; it could mount no self-defense. The truck raised up slightly again and then came back 
down. 

"Wait for it..." Laerz grinned. 

POP! 

The back of the truck jumped up momentarily and then fell back down as the force of the riggit's shedding 
cock momentarily lifted it into the air. 

"You're sick, man," Juk laughed. 

"My dad taught me that one," Laerz replied. "Mom was so furious, but we guys really got a kick out of it." 
He shook his head, reminiscing. "All right, time to get moving." 

They turned off of the school grounds and headed to the church, with Juk leaving the camera rolling. 

"As we drive, a few more self-defense and DIY tips: the biggest thing is to be creative and resourceful. Hell, 
I heard about a guy who swung a paint can on a rope, whacked a riggit in the nuts, and killed him dead. 
Another guy was out practicing lassoing—" 

"Like ya do," Juk chuckled. 

"—when he saw one. Apparently its balls made good target practice, and he got a noose around 'em, pulled 
tight, and down it came." 

"I think I heard one about a big rock falling down?" 

"Yeah, the old boulder-crush. Of course, one could argue it crushed his skull, too, but since he shed 
afterwards, I'm guessing cause of death was an acute case of crushed hips and balls." 

"Heh, heh, heh." 
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"But, don't feel like you've got to be super fancy with it. I've used a blow torch to the urethra before: sealed 
him shut like the condom trap, and he died a few orgasms later. I heard about one guy using a lighter, too." 

"Yeesh, that would take forever!" 

"Yeah, definitely not my weapon of choice, but if you're desperate... Heck, man, I even heard about a lady 
one day who was running from one. She didn't even mean to kill it, but when it slammed into the wall, its 
balls went through the doorway just as she was trying to slam it closed. The door actually latched." 

"Yikes!" 

"Yeah, you can imagine the noise when the riggit tried to pull back and then shed right there all over the 
door. Funniest thing is, his balls didn't even fall off; the fire department had to come and cut them off so she 
could get the door open again!" 

"Geez. What a way to go, huh?" 

"Yeah, for sure. But, folks, let me reiterate what I say every show: a punch to the balls will stop any riggit 
dead in his tracks, giving you time to do something more permanent." 

"When it doubt, punch him out," they chorused. 

"Always be ready to defend yourself. Ah, here we are." 

They made it to the church, and Laerz went and took several traps from the truck. 

"We're running short on time, folks, so I'm just gonna get these set up real quick and go. These are what I 
call the 'dick impaler': the riggit sticks his dick inside, and this sharp barb at the back drives down into his 
urethra. When he either begins to pull back or the barb butts up against the branch where his urethra and 
ejaculatory duct meet, the tip shoots outwards radially, both shredding his insides and acting like an anchor. 
He pulls back, and it digs in, hurting him, so he pulls back harder. It's a vicious cycle that finally ends when 
he pulls back and has noodles for a penis. The moment the pressure of being inside of him is gone, the 
trap resets. Very effective, infinitely self-resetting, and keeps most of the blood inside this collection jug 
here. For a place like a church, I'd rather not make too big a mess, but I can't have a bunch of condom-
dicked riggits running around, so this is kinda the best choice for the job." 

"As a quick side-note on future developments," he added, "I've heard scientists are working on a way to 
genetically engineer a virus to give to the males that makes their male offspring's cocks fuse shut during 
gestation. Most of them die stillborn, and the ones who survive birth usually die within the first few days of 
puberty. Best of all, it spreads like wildfire through a colony, but the scientists haven't finished the ecological 
study on it, yet. So, definitely looking forward to hearing more on that one, and I'll keep you posted when I 
hear more. For now, though..." 

He trailed off and quickly set up a few traps all around the church grounds with shocking speed. Not taking 
the time to explain himself, all three were installed in just under five minutes. 

"We'll leave you with a nice clip of one of these babies working," Laerz said. 

On cue, a riggit appeared and stuck his dick into one of the traps. There was a clang as a spring engaged, 
and the riggit's eyes bulged as he began thrashing, jerking back wildly in an attempt to free his cock. Bit by 
bit, he pulled back a shredded cock that did look a lot like pasta. 

"See, folks? Simple but effective. We'll see you next time. This is Laerz the Exterminator—" 

"And Juk the cameraman!" 

"—Signing off." 


